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The Resort at Paws Up is Hands Down Prime for Groups
A Montana ranch resort affords the ultimate corporate retreat, meeting or event.

BY NANCY DEPALMA

GLAMPING (GLAMOROUS CAMPING) MAY BE GETTING PLENTY OF ATTENTION THESE DAYS, but the folks at The Resort at Paws Up in Montana aren’t just following a trend; they created it. The Lipson family, owners of Paws Up, has been involved with cattle ranching for over 40 years, first in Colorado and later in Montana. They purchased the 37,000-acre, 140-year-old cattle ranch outside Missoula over two decades ago, and after several years decided to transform it to welcome guests. “There really wasn’t anything at the high end,” says Larry Lipson, managing director. “Paws Up is not a guest ranch … it’s a resort on a ranch.”

Indeed, it remains a working cattle ranch today. In fact, from the very first time you step your boots onto the property, you’ll see—and feel—the difference. “We didn’t want to offer just guest rooms, so we built individual homes on 4 acres,” explains Lipson. The resort now offers clusters of private homes, as well as luxury glamping tents. These tents are the last word in luxury—think heated floors, spa-style bathrooms and stunning décor that would make Ralph Lauren salivate. They are also what Paws Up is best known for—originating the glamping trend in the United States.

Paws Up, named for the way a dog jumps to greet you, lives up to its name with a warm and welcoming vibe. Plenty of properties claim to have a relaxed elegance or a laid-back luxury, but this resort defines it. The staff is top-notch and the resort is more casual than a white-glove resort; Lipson refers to it as America’s premier luxury ranch resort.

The spectacular 37,000-acre property is surrounded by protected land and is brimming with history. There really is a river that runs through it, and yes, it’s that river from the beloved book (though the Robert Redford/Brad Pitt movie was shot in a different location). Look in any direction and that land free of distraction belongs to Paws Up. It is awe-inspiring to look out over the landscape and see a herd of cattle or even elk. The blissful quietude is soul-soothing and in a world where distraction is de rigueur, Paws Up offers an antidote. Of course, that’s not to say there is nothing to do but listen to the sounds of silence here. It’s quite the opposite, with a seemingly limitless array of activities.

The 11,000-square-foot Wilderness Center is the nerve center of Paws Up (and where all groups meet for activities). Unlike many other resorts that bring in outside outfitters and/or guides, “98 percent of the activities take place
right here on the property,” says Lipson. River rafting, fly fishing, skeet shooting, sporting clays, ATV property tours (or to the nearby ghost town), hiking (there are 100 miles of trails) and a ropes course are all ideal for team-building or blowing off steam between meetings. Saddle up for a cattle ride or enjoy a trail ride with some of the most scenic vistas you’ll find in America. Seeking a more reflective experience? Head to Spa Town, perhaps the most unique spot you’ll ever surrender to a massage. The collection of glamping tents allows participants to enjoy the feeling of an alfresco treatment with the privacy and comfort of a luxury tent.

LODGING: There are 18 one-, two- and three-bedroom homes, 10 Wilderness Estate homes with three bedrooms and 30 tents (in five different campsites on the property). Buyouts accommodate 200 people, but groups as small as 10 are equally catered to here.

MEETINGS/EVENTS: They once paraded the bulls here, but now the century-old barn is used as the most interesting meeting space you’ve ever seen. It’s rustic, yet refined in this barn, where upstairs banquets handle about 150 guests and two additional breakout meeting rooms are on hand. Playing off the property’s history, the Saddle Club is another interesting place to hold a meeting or event. This indoor arena, with capacity for up to 300, is used most often for rodeos or shows (you can arrange for a private rodeo for your group for a fun Western-themed event) but has several rooms (including the Tack Room) that inspire a pride of place. Naturally, the great outdoors lends itself to many events, from riverside dinners at the campsites to chuckwagon celebrations.

DINING: There are two restaurants: Pomp (dinner only) and the Trough (breakfast and lunch). Those staying in the tents have their own camp, complete with a Paws Up-style butler for meals. Expect gourmet food with a Western slant.

WHEN TO GO: Paws Up is now open year-round. Each season has its own magic and activities. Summer is popular, while spring and fall are considered their value season.

GET CONNECTED: THE RESORT AT PAWS UP
pawsup.com | 977.588.6764

VENUE SPOTLIGHT

A Historic Spin on Your Next Event
This Pennsylvanian Staple Has Event Planners’ Needs Covered.

The Washington House Hotel and Restaurant and Sellersville Theater 1894 have been a refuge for Pennsylvanians since the original farmhouse was built in the 1700s. Over the past 100 years, the property has transformed from a simple farmhouse into what it is today, an 11-room boutique hotel and 340-seat theater. “Every inch of the two buildings have been renovated, some areas more than once,” says Elayne Brick, proprietor and co-owner with husband William Quigley. “Our latest renovation was to reopen the hotel above the restaurant with modern facilities.” To modernize the hotel, they added a foyer, a conference room and redesigned the upper floors to offer five standard rooms with baths, a wheelchair-accessible room as well as three Queen suites, one King suite and one Tower suite that has access to a 360-degree view from the Tower Observatory.

For events, the conference room can accommodate up to 12 for small business meetings, its dining rooms can accommodate between 13 to 40 people and the theater seats up to 300 (with the option to add more space) for a meeting or presentation. “We offer a beautiful, comfortable venue for any occasion and an attentive staff that will go out of their way to make planning and execution enjoyable for all,” says Brick.

—Maya Farajul Debnarın

Get Connected

WASHINGTON HOUSE HOTEL AND RESTAURANT
215.257.3000

SELLERSVILLE THEATER 1894
215.257.5808 | at194.com